Painting in preparation for the start of school

Projects to repair damaged paint and plaster move forward in preparation for the first day of school on Monday, August 27. Teams of District painters and outside contractors are scraping, repairing, and painting over 83,000 square feet in over 820 student occupied spaces. Projects are underway at Logan, Finletter, Emlen, Barton, AS Jenks, and Kirkbride schools.

Learn more about these projects at the Paint and Plaster Stabilization website.
New cafeteria awaits students at General Louis Wagner Middle School

The District’s teams of maintenance mechanics have transformed the Wagner school cafeteria installing new tiles and lighting and applying a fresh coat of paint. In the coming weeks, new furniture will be added to create a welcoming space for students to return on Monday, August 27 for the first day of school.

Ensuring air quality at John B. Kelly Elementary School

Teams at the JB Kelly school are hard at work on significant upgrades to the building HVAC system. Contractors have replaced over 2,000 linear feet of water mains and are preparing 83 unit ventilators and 7 air handlers for installation. This work will improve air quality throughout the school and prevent moisture buildup that can cause mold.